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cities as part of a social and economic system. The functioning of ·.this system within a context of political and
law enforcement officials, health inspectors, t a x i c a b
drivers, bar owners and bartenders, as well as a considerable range of clients, both Mexican and foreign, besides
the girls themselves, is of interest for the social and/ or
psychological researcher. The prospect of such a "system
study" is all the more fascinating in view of the illegality
of prostitution according to the Mexican Constitution.

timates range as high as 50 in each section, but this is
only a guess. There ~re, to be sure, controls upon prostitution. Juarez' Depmtamento de Sanidad supervises the
registration and health inspection .of the city's prostitutes.
Registration is in the hands of the "social police," a special
detachment charged with making sure women plying their
trade are properly registered as well as apprehending
those attempting to evade registration. Statistics here are
difficult to obtain. One informal estimate lists between
1000 and 1500 registered prostitutes, but this figure may
well be exaggerated. Data on the clandestinas or illegally
operating prostitutes q_re practically impossible to come by.

To begin to understand border prostitution, there
are a number of important questions a social researcher
might ask concerning the functioning of prostitution in
a city like Ciudad Juarez. Information, where presented,
is derived from conversation with residents of the El PasoJuarez area and is admittedly impressionistic. Systematic
research must seek data far beyond the meager scraps of
information given here and attempt to understand the
interconnected facets of the whole functioning system.
But g06d research begins with good questions. What
might they be? •
·

Registered prostitutes are required to attend the
Departamento de Sanidad once a week for a health inspection. Those discovered with any infection are given
appropriate treatment and prohibited from workin'g until
their ailments are cleared up. Prevalence of venereal disease varies periodically, but Mexican authorities, working
closely with public health officials both in El Paso and
Fort Bliss, make every effort to control its spread. Each
bar, too, has an official inspector who checks clients for
possible infection.

Almost all prostitution in Juarez is conducted from
bars. Few, if any, brothels· exist. Exactly how many such
' bars <Operate in both the "American" and "Mexican" zones
is, of <:ourse, ~ basic questi~n to be researched. Some es.
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The typical prostitute in Juarez is the Fichera. As
the customer sits down at the bar or a table, the girl opens
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The typical prostitute in Juarez is the Fichera. As the
customer sits down at the bar or table, the girl opens
the conversation an awaits an offer to buy her a drink.
For every drink the customer buys while he is with her,
she receives a receipt from the bar entitling her to a
kickback.

clients, and others. To what extent do persons filling these
roles pressure her to remain in prostitution against her
desires? She is, of course, quite vulnerable to exploitation,
particularly ~f she attempts tb . "go straight" and conceal
her background from a prospective employer. Exploitation
makes escape from prostitution that much more difficult.
~t is well known, for example, that registration as a prostitute in Juarez; disqualifies a wo_m an from applying for
a permanent visa to reside in the United States. Thus,
one aven!J.e of upward mobility cherished by many poorer
Mexican citizens on the border is closed to the prostitute.

sional wariness in statements about themselves. What
kinds of ties do they maintai~ to their families of origin?
Is there a considerable amount of escape from prostitution, particularly among the younger girls? What efforts
do they make to disguise or dissemble about their background? How do they rationalize their status vis-a-vis their
religious background, particularly in view of the Catholicism professed by the vast majority of Mexicans? What
happens to prostitutes when they are "over the hill" in
age, or crippled by disease or accident? What kinds of
work do they seek under these circumstances? Under psychological testing, do prostitutes reveal any notable patterns of maladjustment or mental instability; and what
connections are there between such patterns and their
entrance into prostitution?

This brief sketch makes no mention of possible
help - in the form of counselling, job training, employment references, etc. - rendered by Mexican public agencies and officials to the prostitute. Are there social workers who can aid a woman in "making the break" from
prostitution? Again, this constitutes another aspect of the
system to be investigated: pos~ble "escape hatches" open
to the woman desiring to leave her profession.

Most studies of prostitution show a considerable
range of intimacy in relationships with clients. With most,
of course, the relationship endures only as long as it takes
to satisfy a customer. It is not at all unusual, however, for
a· prostitute to have a fairly steady boy friend whom she
sees · on weekends or lives with on a more regular basis.
Under this arrangement she may well be the principle or
sole breadwinner, in effe~t, supporting her lover entirely.
Do Juarez prostitutes experience such relationships, and
if so, with whom? Are~ .i\merican citizens sometimes - or
freqiJently - involved?

The social scientist, then, must look to the entire
social, economic, and political matrix in which prostitl).tion flourishes. It is not an isolated institution. The connections are there. However, they are frequently hard to
uncover; and cooperation from the p;lrties involved may
be reluctant, if given at all. Yet it is only in this total
context approach that a stubbornly persistent institution
such as prostitution is rendered intelligible to the student
of human behavior.

Finally, a thorough study would explore the possibility of exploitation of the pr~stitute by bar owners, police,
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BURRO: Blanca, what about the men
who come here, do you ever wonder
why they come to these places?
BLANCA: I don't care. I know why
they come here, they want to f 0 0 k a
girl.
BURRO: Have you ever refused to
go with a customer because you felt
that he was too repulsive or too dirty?
BLANCA: No, I have not, but I could
if I wanted to. I can always wash.
BURRO: What about birth control what precautions do you take to prevent pregnancy? Do you use pills?
"Sometimes one or two, sometimes
five or six. Maybe more when the
soldiers are paid."

BLANCA: No, I have never seen the
pills. I just wash myself afterwards
very quickly.
BURRO: Do you have any children?

BURRO: Blanca, do you feel that it
is wrong or immoral to be a prostitute?

BLANCA: A little boy, 2 years old.
BURRO: Where is he?

BLANCA: Nol What should I do? Eat
cockroaches? What would you do?
How do you know it is wrong?

BLANCA: She keeps him. (Blanca
pointed to the "nurse" standing in the
hall.)

BURRO: We did not say that it was
wrong. We asked you if you thought
that it was wrong. You are wearing a
crucifix around your neck. Are you
a religious person?

BURRO: Do you know who his father
is?
BLANCA: His father is American,
maybe German - Germans used to
come here. The baby has blond hair,
but I don't remember exactly who the
father is.

BLANCA:· I go to church.
BURRO: Do you feel that you are
doing wrong in the eyes of the Catholic Church?

BURRO: We have heard that some of
the girls over here are almost slaves,

and that they are virtually owned by
the bar owners. Is this true?
BURRO: No. The girls here are not
slaves. Some owe inoney sometimes
to the bar owners and they work to
pay it back, but they are not slaves.
BURRO: What about your future,
Blanca - say twenty or thirty years
from now - have you ever thought
about what you would be doing then
and how you would live?.
BLANCA: No, I have not and it
would be stupid to think about twenty
or thirty years from now.

... Blanca became less and less
talkative after the last question
and the interview ended. Before
we left for Juarez, a girl in the
Burro office scolded us and said
we shouldn't go. "After all, they
are people too," she said, "they
have feelings::
Of course, prostitutes are people and they do have feelings.
Blanca was cheerful and talkative when 'we first' apprdached
her, but after the questions, she
was sullen, angry, and obviously
depressed. We bought h e r a
drink and paid her five dollars
for her time_ and then left.

fJ - Editor

BLANCA: I told you, what should I
do - starVe?
BURRO: Blanca, is there an average
number of men you sleep with on an
average night?
BLANCA: No. Sometimes one or two,
sometimes five or six. Maybe more,
when the soldiers are paid.
BURRO: Do many college students
come here?
BLANCA: No. Some maybe, but
mostly. soldiers.
BURRO: Do ·you ever receive any
fulfillment from your~.sex relations
with your customers? Do you ever
' experience an 'orgasml a climax?
BLAN~A:

No.

"I know why they come here; they want to f**k a girl!"
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So you think you know your rock stars, do you? You can spot 'em
anywhere, can you? Well, try this. Pictured below are twelve current or
very recent rock stars. If you can name even half of them (or their
groups) you deserve some sort of a prize., but don't really expect one.
These are all "Before" shots, taken while they were all still Super Straights.
To find out who they are and. see their "After" pictures, turn to page 30.
.
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The brilliant, bright, sunlike florescent lights shot
their rays through Herbie's eyelids. "Goddamn, where
am I?" murmured Herbie, jumping out of bed and instinctively grabbing his pants. He looked around trying to see,
but the pupils of his eyes had shrunk to the size of pinheads - - everything was a brilliant white.

state of limbo. After the haircuts the men were taken to
a large, cavernous room where the last thread connecting
them with the outside world was cut: every stitch of
their civilian clothing, including their outside world
shorts, was taken from them. Naked, the men wandered
from room to room, picking up bits and pieces of military
clothing along the way, occasionally donning an item as
directed by the Training Instructor.

"Fire! Fire! Get da hell outta here ya dumb mudda
Rainbows! Common, common, dis place is on fire - move
it! Hey you," the sergeant yelled at Herbie, "just what
da hell ya think ya doing?"

After the tour through the "Monster" was over, the
instructor gathered his men in front of the building. "Now
listen up ya silly lookin' creeps," he said. "From now on
we're gonna be a family. Ya jerks got any problems ya
bring 'em ta me cause I'm gonna be ya mudda an' ya
fadda."
Later, with the greatest part of processing into
the Air Force completed, the tempo was relaxed and the
men were given a brief opportunity to rest and regroup
and evaluate their thoughts. Herbie isolated himself under the shade of a large tree and thought once more, one
last time, about his "dream." This time, however, his
eyes were crystal clear and he saw his saga according
to Air Force regulations. The drill field before him became a dark and deserted air field and ...

"Putting on my pants?" said Herbie, more asking
than telling.
"Like hell ya put on ya pants! MOVE! Getta outta
here!"
Pandamonium reigned. Two other sergeants entered the barracks. One ran down the aisle banging bunks
with a metal pipe. Between giggles, he hollered, "Fire!
Fire!" The other tipped over the bunks of men who were
still in them; and as hapless new airmen looked up, dazed,
from the floor, the sergeant would get on his knees and
yell, "Fire! Fire!" in their faces.
Finally, twenty minutes later, it was over. The
new airmen had experienced their first fire drill - the
first of many to come. It was almost four in the morning
but the night was still black. And it was just as well, because assembled there in the middle of the street, demonstrating various methods of standing at attention, was a
group of young men in their sh.orts, having the fine points
of fire prevention explained to them.

White, jagged fingers of lightening cut the sky,
revealing the faint silhouette of l( crippled aircraft
limping its way home. Low on fuel, the bullet-riddled
engines spit and sputter and die, sending the craft
plummeting downward into the black monsoon night.
Miraculously, the pilot manages. to level his plane
and, purely on instinct, steers the craft toward the
runway. But visibility is ze-ro, causing the pilot to
misiudge his altitude, and the plane .careens into a
red and white water tower near Base Operations.
Hurt and dazed, tl{e pilot crawls from the wreckage and staggers to Base Ops. He falls through the
door and looks longing for his sexy WAF lieutenant
whose breasts heave arul push against her blouse.
She's nawhere to be found. He moves slowly around
the office, his frustration increasing, and then, there,
behind a desk, he sees her.

The lecture lasted until 4:45 A.M., which just
happened to be reveille time. The rrien were dressed and
then marched to the Mess Hall where, once again, they
gulped greasy mounds of powdered eggs. After the meal
they were taken to a building appropriately nicknamed
.the "Green Monster." And it was there, at the "Monster,"
that 'Herbie learned the true meaning of sorrow.
Now .Herb's life didn't exactly center around the
way he wore his lengthy hair but, like the biblical Samson, a great deal of his moral stamina depended upon it.
He nursed it, coddled it, and, washing it often, cared for
it like an infant child. Also, using two mirrors, he would
carefully comb the back of his head.

She's rolling on the floor, pointing and laughing at Herbie as he stands there bewildered and
slump-shouldered in his s02ked, baggy fatiques two
sizes too big. He removes his "No-Mission Crush"
fatique cap, revealing a glistening smooth bald head
and starts to say, "Well beautiful, I'm ba .. . ," but
the c: ckle of her laughter d1'6wns him out.

They cut it, ripped it, no, they tore it from his
head. Three swipes of the razor and it was gone, all gone.
Herbie didn't have a haircut, he was decapitated! And
then, lik~ a condemned man being forced to pay rent on
a c:hopping block, he was told to cough up eighty-five
cents for the haircut!

Something sounding like a cannon's boom jolted
Herbie from his dream. He looked around and saw his
"mudda" approaching. "Hey you; da spitoon by da tree,"
yelled the sergeant, pointing at Herbie, "I halla 'Fall In!'
Doncha know what 'Fall In' means ya goddamned lounge
lizard? Getcha fat ass over here on da· dubba an gimme
20 push-ups. Let's go, creep. Move it! HUUTT, TOOOPP,
TRREEEP, FOOOORRP. HUUTT, TOOOOOOOPPPPP,
TRREEEEEEEP, FOOOOORRP!"

He left the butcher chair a broken young man,
and as he peered into the mirror, tears streamed down
his cheeks. Save .f or som scattered fuzz, there was nothing
left.
:

With shattered spirits, Herbie and the other recruits stumbled through the next humiliating hours in a
·..
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A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF ENVIRONMENTAL COGNITIVE PROCESSES IN SEQUENTIAL
MATURATION COMPLEXES WHEN EXPOSED TO CERTAIN FOUR-LETTER WORDS IN tN ~ ·.
INCREMENTAL CULTURE ACTIVITY INVOLVING ONE- AND TWO-TAILED BABOONS

~·

:

L.B. Balderdash2 Horatio Bunkcombe 3 and George E. All 4-That5, et al 6
Translated from the Finnish 7 by Ed Flynn 8
/

After a search of- the applicable literature, including a reading of
Smith(l96l), Jones(l964), Doe(l963), All-That(l962), deSade(l792),
Bunkcombe(l952), and Torquemada(l947), we decided to plagiarize their
results.
A DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT :
Our study group was a social culture concept of 839 baboons, held. in
a constant environmental motivated situation. All Ss were delivered
to Pier 41, Port of New York Authority, and we feel certain that
they were a peer group. The Ss were divided into four groups: s1 (oneta i1 ed baboons, N=319, 6 =4. 392, 7r=3. 14159); s2( two-ta i 1ed baboons,
N~ 264, o=5.42,~=1.4326,~=apple); and s3 (three-tailed ·baboons, N=639,
6=2.41963,o<=l3.92 .,17'=~lo Approximately). All data after Rosenblatz.
Cp_nsidering the professional effectiveness utilization, we disregarded
s4 . All . Ss were treated exactly. s1 were held in an aquarium, 6.3m
by 14.2m by 2.42cm, exposed to moonlight, and fed hay. s2 were held in
hand, 3.4cm by 5.2 em by 6.3m deep. It got deep. s2 were fed on ham
sandwiches and deprived of maximum daylight between dusk and dawn. S1
were at1owed free run of the laboratory, and were fed on garlic. E3 (a
young graduate student) barfed and s3 were eliminated under a homogenous orientation evaluation final solution. Motivation was provided
through the service of Josie R., a female baboon(l .416m high, 236 KGms,
18-26-38) who during the experiment earned 3,326 bananas, 1,328 oranges
and the gratitude of the authors. A paper is being written on this.
All available Ss, including 468 undergraduate students, were exposed
to certain exceptional cultural resources. Only the words ****g,
****1o and **** 11 were used. G1 were exposed to the same words in an
indivTdual accelerated activity by a male E who whispered them. G2
were exposed to the words using a perceptual cognitive curriculum 5y
a female E who shouted them, made gestures, and wrote them on the wall.
G3 were given examples of current educational literature and 12 allowed
to write their own.
The experiment lasted 3.42 years, thus giving 18.3 graduate students
the creative manipulative opportunity of writing PhD thesises.
Results were tabulated under three developmental criteria: number of
observed bandersnatches, amount of stet on the floor (swept and
measured 14.7 minutes after each experiment), and volume of humelwitz.
Our results are presented in table 71 .6.
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TABLE 71 .6
.

Nl

N2

N4

N5

N6

G1n

6.45

4.80

65K

5.32

57.9

r;;

12.3 45.6

78.9

10.1

10.2

p

.034

.035

.036

. 037

98.9MhZ

L

6.89

.5412

1,836

.003*

nominal

*three-tailed baboon
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
Most of this work is still experimental, for the authors are liv1ng on a
government grant to study the problems involved. We have, however,
concluded that there is a good basis for believing that our resul ~
might prove, under certain conditions, that certain environmental
cognitive processes exist in sequential maturational complex-c~1tural
activities and sequential perception hildebras correlate. QED.
Notes
l ., ibid

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Copper Quarter University, Washington, D.C.
Wooden Nutmeg State College, Nutmeg, Vermont
Slithy Tove Teachers College, Twas Brillig, R.I. ·
loc. cit.
!'\latin term (et alii) "and others"
Most translators start from the beginning, but they are transvestites,
or other South Europeans
8. Bimodal Normal College, Median, Miss.
9. Private papers of the author's rival
11 .Toilet papers
12.with; along with; together with; besides; also; morev·e r (used to
connect grammatically coordinate words, phrases, or clauses) ....
OE, akin to G und
/
•
13. Queer Education Doctors
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